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ABSTRACT

The boron doped amorphous carbon (a-C:B) thin films was successfully deposited by
customized self-fabricated negative bias enhanced chemical vapor deposition using
palm oil (C67H127O8) precursor. Current-voltage measurement, thickness profilometry,
field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared spectroscopy, and
solar simulator were conducted for investigate carbon thin film and solar cell devices,
respectively. In this study, two deposition parameters were carried out; the substrate
deposition temperatures (200 - 350°C), and negative bias (0 to -50 V). Based on this
investigation, it can be found that, the a-C:B thin film deposited at different substrate
temperatures (200 to 350°C) and negative biases (0 to -50 V) formed ohmic contact with
gold. The conductivity of boron doped of a-C thin films was strongly influenced by
substrate temperature, and negative bias under deposition condition. The conductivity
of a-C:B thin films achieved approximately around 10"4 to 10"7 S.cm"1. The FESEM
images revealed the minimum measured particles of a-C:B thin film were approximately
26.3 nm at 350°C and -50 V. High transmittance spectra (>75%) in the visible wavelength
region of boron doped a-C:B thin film with absorption coefficient, a between 104 to 105
cm"1. The estimated optical band gap is -2.05 to 1.92 eV decreased as substrate
temperature increased and doping with boron. The lowest estimated optical band gap of
a-C:B films is approximately around 1.90 eV deposited at different negative biases.
For the first time the carbon solar cell from palm oil precursor with the configuration
of Au/n-Si/p-C/Au achieved conversion efficiency (r|) of 0.1302%. Moreover, the
highest r| of Au/n-Si/p-C:B/Au achieved is -1.543% at 350°C and -20 V using grid
method. Although the conversion efficiency is considerably low, but Au/n-Si/aC:B/Au (-1.543%) fabricated by negative bias-CVD using carbon source of palm oil
was considered new in this area. It is hope that, the use of palm oil precursors gave
reasonable yield for carbon based solar cell in the near future.
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